Azure landing zone

Summary
Microsoft Azure is a scalable and
secure cloud platform that can play
a key role in your transformation
journey. Insight can help you quickly
make progress, with better visibility,
in ways that make the most impact
on your business starting with the
Azure Landing Zone Engagement.
The Azure Landing Zone Engagement brings you the basic building blocks of any cloud adoption environment, whereby
the environment is provisioned and prepared to host workloads. A fully functional and production-ready Landing Zone is a
key component of the Cloud Adoption Framework Ready methodology, and a best practice for businesses ready to migrate
to the Cloud.
The Azure Landing Zone Engagement focuses on the following areas:
Azure Subscription and Consumption
Azure Naming Standards
Azure Network Architecture
Azure Identity, Authentication and Authorization
Azure Compute and Storage
Azure Operational Excellence and Management
Governance and Cloud Security
What’s Included
Planning and Design

Deployment

Operational Enablement
and Transition

The engagement begins with a series
of interactive design workshops
focused on governance and best
practice architecture that is customized
for your environment. The outputs
from these workshops take the form of
a comprehensive and detailed Azure
Landing Zone design document

The deployment phase puts a
focus on the overall deployment
of the prescribed Landing Zone,
including the creation of
Infrastructure-as-code artifacts
and automated deployment in
alignment with DevOps processes

Our Azure Experts will work with
your team to ensure they are
fully enabled to operate and
govern the Azure environment
through training workshops,
hackathons, and/or Managed
Services support

Benefits
The Azure Landing Zone engagement will leave your organization with a production-ready, well governed and secure
Azure environment capable of supporting migrated and net-new deployments to the Azure cloud. Following the successful
deployment of the Azure Landing Zone, you will be fully ready to continue the adoption journey through migration of
existing workloads, and creation of new ones using the powerful toolsets and capabilities that Azure has to offer.

